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About GHRC
• There are 12 NASA Earth 
Science Data Centers. One of 
these data centers
• Each center serves one or 
more scientific Earth science 
disciplines
• Global Hydrology Resource 
Center (GHRC), is located at 
the National Space Science 
and Technology Center in 
Huntsville, AL. 
• GHRC is a collaborative effort 
between UAH and NASA
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About GHRC
NASA Earth Science Data Systems 
Vision
Make NASA’s free and open Earth science 
data interactive, interoperable and 
accessible for research and societal benefit 
today and tomorrow.
Mission Statement
• To provide a comprehensive and active 
archive of both data and knowledge 
augmentation services with a focus on 
hazardous weather, its governing 
dynamical and physical processes, and 
associated applications.  
• Within this broad mandate, GHRC will 
focus on lightning, tropical cyclones and 
storm-induced hazards through integrated 
collections of satellite, airborne, and in-
situ data sets.
http://ghrc.nsstc.nasa.gov/
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GHRC Data User Profiles
User Types
• Undergraduate students
• Graduate students
• Atmospheric scientists
• Interdisciplinary scientists
• Decisions makers
• Data Innovators
A large range of user 
knowledge levels provides a 
challenge in data use, impeding 
scientific research and 
education
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Data Recipes – What are they?
They have nothing to do with food, 
however like recipes they provide 
instructions on how to use data
• Easily and interpretable resources 
that enhance data usability
• Provide How-To instructions for 
various data.
• These may involve tools, science 
notebooks, software use 
instructions, data processing 
routines, web applications, and 
educational resources
• Created to reduce the time it takes 
to learn how to use data
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Motivation
• Earth and atmospheric science is 
becoming increasing interdisciplinary as 
large quantities of data and information 
become available
• Data is available to a broad user base, 
each with their own needs and knowledge 
bases
• A barrier exists for unfamiliar users, impeding 
data applications and scientific discovery  
• Traditionally, acquiring the necessary 
knowledge to use scientific data has been 
limited to:
• Coursework, experience, literature review
• Data recipes provide broad users with a 
linkage between data and wisdom
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GHRC Data Recipes
• GHRC has begun compiling a series of data recipes that make our data and 
tools more usable to a broader user community
• The goal is to provide educational resources to instruct users on how to use 
GHRC data
• What types do we offer?
• Using NetCDF data in ArcGIS
• Python Notebooks and scripts
• Dataset subsetting and plotting routines
• Leveraging PyCMR
• GHRC tool tutorials
• Language – Insure wording is not too technical and can be easily understood
• Visuals – Insure content is visually appealing and communicates information in 
an ingestible manner  
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Data Recipe Example
• Explore GHRC Data Recipes at: https://ghrc.nsstc.nasa.gov/home/data-recipes
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Data Recipe Example
• Explore GHRC Data Recipes at: https://ghrc.nsstc.nasa.gov/home/data-recipes
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Data Recipe Example
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Data Recipe Example
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Data Recipe Example
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Data Recipe Example
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Data Recipe Example
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Upcoming Data Recipes
• Hurricane and Severe Storm Sentinel (HS3) 
Cloud Precipitation Lidar Quick View
• Python plotting routine
• How to find GHRC data
• How to use gridded NetCDF data in ArcGIS
• How to use time-series NetCDF data in 
ArcGIS
• How to use Lightning Imaging Sensor (LIS) 
data
• ISS LIS Launch 2017
• Lightning Data Center
• Collaboration with lightning scientists and 
educators on the GHRC User Working Group
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Conclusions
• Data recipes provide GHRC data users with resources for learning how to use 
data
• These resources are crafted to be understandable to a wide user base
• They provide and curate information that traditionally requires time consuming 
and manual effort for unfamiliar users to identify
• GHRC data recipes place an emphasis on the visual presentation of content in 
order to communicate and educate users better
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Thank you
Questions?
